SHELTER LOCATION
2172 Division Street
Bellingham, WA 98226
Phone: (360) 733-2080
Fax: (360) 733-4746

HOURS OF OPERATION!
Shelter Services
(licensing, lost & found,
redemptions, etc.)

Wednesday – Saturday
10:00 am – 6:00 pm
Sunday – Monday
11:00 am – 5:00 pm
Closed Tuesdays &
Major Holidays

Adoption Services /
Animal Adoption Viewing
Wednesday – Saturday
11:00 am – 5:30 pm
Sunday – Monday
12:00 pm – 4:30 pm
Closed Tuesdays &
Major Holidays

Animal Control Dispatch
Sunday – Tuesday
9:00 am – 5:00 pm
Wednesday – Saturday
10:00 am – 6:00 pm

*For after hours emergencies
please call 9-1-1

Phone: (360) 733-2080
Fax: (360) 733-4746

Farm Facility

By appointment only

Wildlife Rehabilitation
Center

Fall/Winter
9:00 am – 5:00 pm
Late Spring/Summer
8:00 am – 7:00 pm
(360) 966-8845 – please
call, not open to the public
www.whatcomhumane.org

Whatcom Humane
Society Statement
of Principle

The Whatcom Humane Society
believes that all animals, as sentient beings, have value beyond
economic measurements and are
entitled to legal, moral, and ethical consideration and protection.

Vision

Our community treats all animals
with kindness, respect, and
compassion.

Mission Statement

The Whatcom Humane Society:
• Advocates for animals;
• Educates the community to
promote humane treatment
and respect for animals,
• Provides for abandoned,
injured, abused or neglected
animals.
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A Message From The Executive Director
Dear Friends,
As we move into the final few
months of the year I reflect
on what an interesting year it
has been for our organization.
It can be challenging to
accurately describe what
life is really like working in
an open-admission shelter
like the Whatcom Humane
Society. People often say we
should write a book detailing
some of the inspiring, off
the wall, difficult, funny,
sad, downright crazy things
Laura Clark, Executive Director
that take place daily in
our shelters and out in the
community. I recently attended a day long training workshop in Seattle that was
attended by animal welfare professionals from all over the state. While sitting
at a table with a group of leaders from other animal control agencies, wildlife
rehabilitation centers, private animal shelters and rescue groups, I found myself
sharing stories about the Whatcom Humane Society from the prior weekend.
That particular weekend started with our animal control officers responding to
a house where an elderly person had been hospitalized, leaving behind several
animals. Upon arrival, it became apparent that the home was unsafe and
unsanitary for any people or animals to be inside. Our officers had to enter the
home wearing respirators in order to keep themselves safe and to locate and
secure several animals in need (an extremely difficult task due to the condition
of the home) and bring the animals back to the shelter for safe keeping until
family members could be notified. This was just one of many calls our animal
control staff responded to during the day and evening. Responding to difficult,
dangerous and unique situations is just a routine day for the men and women
who work in the WHS animal control department.
That same weekend, we hosted our annual masquerade gala and auction. Our
largest fundraiser of the year, the sold-out event was attended by so many
incredible supporters who gathered to celebrate and raise money to fund our
daily operations. As I stood on the stage at the gala and looked out at so many
smiling faces, my heart was filled with gratitude for their extraordinary support
and the incredible efforts our staff and volunteers put into making the evening so
special. The generosity shown to our non-profit organization is incredibly moving
to me. With so many worthy causes in our community, having people choose to
Letter Continued on p. 6
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Except Bandit. He runs to the corner
meowing his best “feed the kitty” meow
into an empty bowl. When no food
appears, his meows grow more strident
and pathetic.
The rest of the kittens jump off my back
and join in Bandit’s plaintive cry. Starving
kittens, wasting away to nothing!

Foster Mom Stephanie with one of her lucky
foster kittens.

Our morning starts with poop.
It’s 5:00 am and we’re standing at the
baby gate, surveying the damage to the
kitty room. Poop and kitty litter strewn
around the room, little poopy kitten
footprints trail across the tile, flannel
blankets and toys sticky with poop, poop
mashed into soft kitten fur.
“Looks like they partied all night in the
litter box again,” my husband, Mike, says.
Neo, Merry, Monet, Echo and Bandit,
our five foster kittens, see us and come
running. They leave more little poopy
footprints with each step.
We slip into the room. I grab the pooper
scooper while Mike runs some warm water
into the sink. He grabs a kitten. “Come on
Merry, it’s bath time.”
I clean the litterbox and start scrubbing
poop from the floor. Mike gives each of
the five kittens a quick bath. They are not
happy about it, but seem to forget it ever
happened the second he sets them down.
They run over to me and claw onto my
back, playing with my hair as I scrub and

I finish wiping the floor and set out new
blankets. Then I finally fill their bowls with
their favorite poultry pate. The kittens
shove their faces into it and slurp it up.
Neo finishes first and runs to the baby
gate. He meows at top volume. He
wants out. The rest of the kittens join in
with their highest-pitched wistful cries.
Imprisoned kittens, locked away forever!
Except Bandit. He abandons the food
bowl and climbs into the litter box.
I stand by the litter box and watch him
poop. I’m not some kind of weird poop
voyeur, but he’d had diarrhea for so long
that if the anti-diarrheal meds didn’t start
working soon he could get really sick. The
don’t-come-back-from-the-vet kind of
sick.
Bandit finishes his business and hops out
of the litterbox.
“Bandit just pooped – and it’s soft, not
diarrhea!” I call out to Mike.
“Excellent,” he says. “I fed the dogs. Do
humans get breakfast now?”
“Almost.” Bandit trails some of his prized
soft stool across the floor as he runs
to join the other kittens howling at the
closed gate. I rinse out a rag and once
again wipe poop off the floor.
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I was still celebrating Bandit’s soft poop when Neo
wobbles over to me and paws my leg. I pick him up
and he nuzzles against my neck with his sticky face. He
smells like baby kitty, canned food, and snot.
Snot?
I hold him away from my face so I can get a better
look. Yep, he has a runny nose. Great. Just great. If he
has a cold they all will soon. We’ll have five sneezing
and wheezing kittens needing meds twice a day. I
gave Neo’s face a quick pet with my finger. “Don’t get
sick,” I said.
He answers with a mighty sneeze that blows snot right
into my mouth.
“Thanks. Thanks, pal.” I set Neo down and stand to
rinse my mouth out at the sink.
“Did I hear a sneeze?” Mike calls from the kitchen.

“Yeah. If it’s not one end, it’s the other.”
I open the gate and the kittens scatter into the rest of
the house.
Except Bandit, who climbs up my leg and settles
into the crook of my arm. He reaches up to softly
pat my face with his tiny paw. I love this kitten. I love
all the kittens we’ve fostered. Watching them grow
into happy, confident and healthy kittens ready for
their forever home is more rewarding than we ever
expected.
Bandit crawls up to my shoulder, snuggles into my
neck and falls asleep. The kitten cuddles are pretty
nice, too.
For information about becoming a Whatcom
Humane Society cat, dog or small animal foster
home, please visit www.whatcomhumane.org
and sign up to attend one of our monthly new
volunteer orientations.

FROM BIG TO SMALL . . .
WE CARE FOR THEM ALL!

EDDIE THE ALPACA arrived at the WHS farm
facility after being found
running in and out of traffic
and picked up by WHS
animal control. This shy,
but charming dude wins
the “best hair” award!

From hamsters to horses and everything in between. As an
open-admission shelter, WHS cares for a very diverse animal
population. Here are just a few of the MANY large animals
currently being cared for at the WHS farm property – and
in need of permanent, responsible and loving homes. Visit
www.whatcomhumane.org for more info or email our farm
caretaker to learn more ~ farm@whatcomhumane.org.

BABY - timid and extremely shy,
Baby likes it when the WHS farm
caretaker and volunteers sing to her.
She suffers from asthma and will
need an experienced home that can
provide for her needs.

SIR WILLIAM MACSTINKY GOAT
- this big dude arrived at our facility
with injured hooves and in need of
veterinary care. Healthy now, this
big guy needs a home with other
goats or horses to hang with.

BEAU - this handsome senior Standardbred had
quite the career as an off track buggy racing horse before being abandoned
and finding himself at the WHS farm. An experienced home that can give
this kind and gentle horse the retirement he deserves would be ideal.
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WILBUR THE PIG surrendered to WHS
because, like so many pigs,
his previous owners had
unrealistic expectations
about how to properly care
for these gentle animals.
Wilbur loves tummy rubs
and pumpkins.

RAMONE - this beautiful
8 year old Bashkir curly arrived at the WHS farm
severely underweight. Now healthy, he is looking for
a home that can invest in his future.

WHS News
Feeding Native Wildlife
Written by: Alysha Evans, WHS wildlife rehabilitation center manager,
licensed wildlife rehabilitator, LVT
Bloat, diarrhea, emaciation, dehydration, weight loss, contagious disease and hypothermia are sadly just a few of the
things that can happen to native wildlife after being fed the wrong diet by humans.
The Whatcom Humane Society wildlife rehabilitation center cares for countless wildlife of all species that have been
fed by well – meaning members of the public. This may seem like the right thing to do, especially in the case of orphan
babies, as after all, these are babies that no longer have a mom and need nutrients right away - or so “the internet
says.” In reality, all wildlife especially orphans, require such specialized care, and more often than not, feeding is the
last thing that licensed wildlife rehabilitators will do when receiving an animal in need.
In regards to orphan babies, they are generally suffering from dehydration, emaciation/starvation and hypothermia.
Feeding an orphan who is showing these signs can cause further damage as they are using all of their energy reserves
to stay alive, let alone digest food. Every year, the WHS wildlife rehabilitation center encounters well-meaning citizens
who bring the center orphaned wildlife that they have been feeding for several days. The reason that these animals
finally make it to our facility is because they have become lethargic. By the time that we are able to start treatment,
they are often too far gone and have sustained severe injury to their organs and are not able to pull through. They are
emaciated, dehydrated and lifeless. This is most often avoidable if the animal is brought to the WHS wildlife center for
care right away. Sadly, many residents explain to our center staff that they just wanted the experience of caring for a
wild animal, they wanted to domesticate the animal and make it a pet, or they love wild animals so much that they just
wanted to do something to help
This goes for adult wildlife as well. They simply cannot process whole food when suffering from conditions such as
emaciation. When an animal has gone without food and water for long periods of time and they are fed commercially
bought formulas/food, or worse yet, human food, they go through what is called re-feeding syndrome. The body
spends so much energy trying to break down nutrients and digest what is given when it should be focusing on staying
warm and alert. The worst thing that humans can do for an animal in this state is provide an incorrect diet.
While it may be tempting to feed the birds, especially during the
winter months, this can in fact make matters worse. When feeders
are provided, birds flock to these in unusually high numbers and
variations of species. This would not occur in the wild. Because
feeders ensure a steady food supply, weak/diseased birds are often
found nearby and can end up infecting the other birds that feed
as well. This can be very serious as disease spread is rampant and
can be difficult to treat by the time the birds make it to our wildlife
hospital. Foods such as bread are nutrient deficient and can cause
ailments such as “angel wing” which is where the feathers grow in the
wrong direction causing an inability to fly.
If you do choose to provide bird feeders and feed for birds, it’s
important to follow a few basic safety tips. Hang bird feeders far out
of reach from predators like free roaming cats and other animals that
can jump and climb. Change out the seed in your birdfeeder daily
and clean your feeder with a 1:10 diluted bleach solution weekly. Do not put seed in a wet feeder or allow bird seed to
sit in a feeder and get wet. Doing so can cause a variety of illnesses to the various bird populations that visit the feeder.
Plastic, steel, glass and suet feeders are easier to clean and properly disinfect than wood feeders.
Hummingbirds do require year round feeding to survive, especially during the cold winter months. We recommend
staying away from many store bought feeds, especially those with colored dyes, as they can be harmful. A homemade
feed using 1:4 ration of water/sugar can be easily made and used to properly provide for visiting hummingbirds.
Feeders should also be cleaned using a 1:10 diluted bleach/water solution and feeders should be properly dried.
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Hummingbird feeders can freeze in extreme cold. There are several specific hummingbird feeders and products on the
market that can be purchased to help keep the feeder from freezing. In addition, wrapping a few white holiday lights
around your feeder can also help keep the water/sugar mixture from freezing.
Wildlife rehabilitation exists so that ailing wildlife can have a second chance at living in their native wild habitat.
Licensed wildlife rehabilitators are trained to be able to diagnose common symptoms that go along with animals
becoming orphan or starved. Treatment often includes a stabilization process of heat and fluids before any feedings are
done, and sometimes this process takes days. Wildlife rehabilitators are also able to order or make formulas and feeding
supplements that are designed for each specific species of animal. For example, feeding an orphaned cottontail rabbit
kitten formula is one of the worst things we can do. The formula is not designed for these small mammals and will cause
bloat, diarrhea, weight loss and ultimately can lead to the death of the animal. Wildlife benefit from being fed a diet
that is formulated for their specific needs and gastro-intestinal functions.
The WHS wildlife rehabilitation center receives many calls from citizens who have found animals and insist on keeping
them in their home because “they know what works.” It is important to recognize that in Washington State, it is illegal
to keep native wildlife. Orphaned and injured native wildlife must be transferred to a licensed wildlife rehabilitation
center.
One of the biggest issues that occur in Whatcom County
in regards to inappropriate human interaction/feeding of
wildlife is the feeding of deer. Deer do very well on their own
- without any human interaction, especially food. Most of the
food that the public can purchase for deer is commercial and
not easily digestible for a wild animal. Deer are ruminants
and have very special needs and digestion. Foods like
grains, breads and bird seed are inadequate for the long
term health of deer. When food like this is provided to deer,
they will eat it as it is an easy and tasty meal (like donuts to
humans) but they will not get the nutrients that they need.
Then they become thin, dehydrated, have diarrhea and can
bloat.
When deer get so used to easy food sources they can
become habituated and lose their fear of humans. This
poses such a threat to humans, domestic animals and deer,
especially as rut season approaches. A deer that is not afraid
of people is a deer that is not truly “wild”. The WHS wildlife
rehabilitation center sees a spike in malnutrition cases of deer in winter months when commercial feeds are at their
highest distribution by the public. Deer are equipped to be able to find food sources like lichen and bark during cold
weather and are able to digest these types of food. This food is what their bodies expect, not grains and fruits. Deer
who consume large quantities of commercial foods in the winter are at risk of literally starving, as they are not able to
process the food and become weak.
In the summer, deer are designed to eat all of the browse and new foliage that grows in abundance in the community. If
they are nursing fawns, they are eating a rich diet to provide enough milk.
Feeding deer and creating a “bond” with the animal can not only harm the animal from a nutritional standpoint,
but also endangers the animals as they lose their fear of people. The majority of deer received by the WHS wildlife
rehabilitation center that are the victims of car accidents are deer that are in fact, too used to humans and have lost
their ability to sense danger. Many deer that attack dogs or other domestic animals do so because they have become
habituated to their surroundings and lost their fear of humans. It is a vicious cycle and one that is truly harmful for this
species. So in a nutshell . . . please do not feed the deer!
To learn more about the WHS wildlife rehabilitation center and our ongoing plans to construct a new WHS
wildlife rehabilitation center and to support these efforts, please visit www.whatcomhumane.org.
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Message from Executive Director, continued from p. 1

spend their time and money supporting our mission and the animals in our care is heart-warming to
say the least. What a wonderful, inspiring evening.
The following afternoon, a small group of staff and longtime donors gathered at our farm facility to
visit with the horses, goat, alpaca and pig that currently reside at our barn and to witness the release
of a beautiful owl back into the wild. The owl had been found orphaned and brought to our wildlife
rehabilitation center. Our specially trained and licensed staff cared for her until she was ready to
be released back into the wild where she belonged. The WHS farm property had been carefully
chosen as the release site, as the owl had been originally found nearby. The release went just as
planned and expected…until a fly-by from an incredible and very large eagle turned the beautiful
afternoon into an unexpected and sad tragedy for the owl. Sometimes Mother Nature has other
plans and nature can be cruel. As I drove home from the farm I felt profoundly sad, not only for the
fate of the owl, but for the supporters who had come out to enjoy an afternoon at our farm property
and especially for the hard working staff and volunteers at our wildlife rehabilitation center who had
invested so much time, effort and energy into the rehabilitation of an animal. Speaking with wildlife
center staff later that afternoon, they all expressed sadness as well, but also a sense of great pride
in their work - and they remained focused on their many accomplishments during the year and on all
the other injured and orphaned wildlife needing their time and attention.
The very next morning I arrived for work at our Division Street shelter and was greeted with cages of
newly abandoned guinea pigs. It seems as if we have been inundated with these little critters all year
long. I shook my head in disbelief, recognizing that a trip to the pet supply store for more food, hay
and greens would be needed that morning. I then quickly reviewed the weekend’s adoptions and
learned that an 11 year-old cat that had been surrendered to the shelter a few weeks prior had been
adopted by a wonderful new family! AWESOME!
Yes, it can be hard to explain to those outside of our little corner of the world what life is really like
at WHS. On any given day, emotions range from joy, sadness, exhaustion and determination. The
domestic, wild and farm animals keep arriving and our hard working, professional staff and volunteer
teams will keep doing everything we can to care for them, advocate on their behalf and educate the
community about them. I count myself lucky to work on behalf of these amazing animals and serve
the Whatcom Humane Society. I look forward to what the New Year has to offer and am extremely
thankful for the continued support and confidence that the community has in our work.
With Gratitude and Respect,

Laura Clark, Executive Director
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WHS Wish List
Domestic Animal Shelter
• Postage stamps (first class & postcard)
• Copy paper (white, color & cardstock)
• Gift Cards from petStop, Fred Meyer,
Hardware Sales, Whatcom Farmer’s
Coop, Office Depot, Michaels, Petco,
PetSmart & Costco
• New batteries
• New pens and highlighters
• Blankets and towels (no electric blankets)
• Dog Walk Harnesses – Easy Walk &
Wonder Walk, front clip especially
needed
• Dog collars
• New dog and cat toys

• Creamy peanut
butter
• Paper towels
• Leashes
• Small animal
treats and toys
• Bags and cans
of dog and cat food (can be open or
unopened, just not expired)
• Tennis balls
• KONG Toys (L & XL) for shelter dogs
• Catnip

Farm Facility
• Gift Cards for Hardware Sales/Lowe’s/
Home Depot, Whatcom Farmers Co-op
• Rubber stall mats
• Vet wrap
• New halters and lead ropes
• New horse treats and toys
• Fly spray

• De-wormer
• Stall Mats
• Bags of animal
bedding
• Horse Treats

Wildlife Rehabilitation Center
• Gift Cards for Costco, Fred Meyer, PetCo, PetSmart, Whatcom Farmers Coop, Hardware Sales and Chris’s Squirrels
& More (www.squirrelsandmore.com)
• Environmentally friendly hand, dish, and
laundry soap
• Bleach
• Paper Towels
• Toilet Paper
• Hand Sanitizer Gel
• Latex Gloves
• Welding Gloves
• Fishing Nets with Poles
• Play-Pens
• Old sheets/pillow cases/fleece blankets
• Non-automatic turn-off heating pads
• Cotton Balls
• Straw Bales
• Pet Carriers (all sizes)
• Tarps
• Medium to large plastic storage bins
(clear) with lids

• Feather dusters
• Frozen meats
(chicken, liver,
heart, venison)
• Frozen fish (small
and large sizes)
• Frozen berries
• Soy-free cat and dog food (Costco
Brand is good)
• High quality wet canned cat food
• Cracked corn
• Bird seed
• Various nuts (for squirrels)
• Rodents blocks
• Eggs
• Ensure – Vanilla flavor
• Blood worms (cube style)
• Baby Food of all kinds
• Large live mealworms

Donations for any of our facilities can be dropped off at the WHS shelter facility
Wednesday-Saturday, 10am - 6pm, Sunday - Monday, 11am - 5pm.
For more information, please contact Kelsey Forbes at (360) 733-2080, ext # 3116 or email
outreach@whatcomhumane.org. Check out our amazon.com wish list! Visit
amazon.com, “gifts & wish lists” (and register on Amazon Smile - a % of your purchase
will be donated to WHS!) then type in Whatcom Humane.
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WHS MONTHLY
PET LOSS
SUPPORT GROUP

The Whatcom Humane Society’s monthly Pet Loss Support Group offers support and
resources to help with the loss
of a pet. The Pet Loss Support
Group meets the 3rd Thursday of each month from 6pm
– 7:30pm in the multi-purpose
room at the Whatcom Humane
Society’s Division Street shelter
facility.
There is no charge for this
group, no reservations needed
and you are free to attend as
often as necessary throughout
your grief process.
The Pet Loss Support Group
provides a safe, supportive
place where pet owners can
share stories about their pet
and work through their grief
with others who have suffered a
similar loss.
Volunteers provide supportive
help for those who have been
touched by the loss of a pet, are
anticipating the death of a pet,
are dealing with the difficult
decision of euthanasia, have suffered from a lost or stolen pet
or are wondering when/if it is
time to add another pet to the
family.
For more information, please
contact Kelsey Forbes at (360)
733-2080, ext # 3116 or email
outreach@whatcomhumane.org.

SANTA PAWS
IS COMING TO TOWN
Bring your companion
animal for a visit and
photo with Santa Paws.
Saturday, December 7th
from 11am - 3pm
OR
Sunday, December 8th
from 11am - 3pm

CALLING ALL GIRL SCOUT TROOPS –
WHS IS LOOKING FOR YOU!
Is your troop
looking for
opportunities
to earn your
“pet badge?”
Look no further.
Check out our new
humane education
program geared
towards working
with brownie and junior girl scout troops. SO MUCH
FUN!!
Brownie Girl Scout: Pets Badge
Junior Girl Scout: Animal Habitats Badge

at MUD BAY PET SUPPLY

1022 Lakeway Drive in Bellingham
NO Appointment Necessary - but dogs and other
larger animals must be on leash, cats and small animals in carrier.
COST: $25 - you will receive a 4x6 photo card and
digital photo file sent to you via email.
Proceeds benefit the Whatcom Humane Society.
For more info: events@whatcomhumane.org

Ways to stay
connected with WHS!

These programs include the respective badge and
have a cost of $7 per scout with a minimum fee of $35.
Adults are free to attend and at least one adult for
every six scouts is required to remain on site during
the program. Maximum registration is 12 scouts.
Larger groups may be accommodated upon request.
Brownie and Junior Programs are 90 minutes in length
and are by request only.
All Scouts: Animal Shelter Tour & Basic Education
Animal Shelter Tours and a basic introduction to
WHS’s work are available for all scouts at no cost, but
must be scheduled in advance.
To schedule your troop, please e-mail:
scoutprogramsatwhs@gmail.com.
Visit http://whatcomhumane.org/girl-scoutprogramsfor more info.

YOU AUTO DONATE

You “auto” donate your old car, truck, boat, boathouse, RV
or trailer to benefit the animals at the Whatcom Humane
Society. All donated vehicles must be running and able to
be driven, with a clean title. Your donation is tax deductible
and will help support our daily operations. For more information, please contact Laura Clark at (360) 733-2080, ext
#3026 or email director@whatcomhumane.org.

“Friend” us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram! Become a
“fan” of the WHS Facebook & Twitter pages and receive
updates on what is going on at our shelters and the latest up-todate information on animal related issues in our community.
Want to receive the latest WHS news via email? Sign up & join
our email newsletter list. Email your address to:
admin@whatcomhumane.org. In the “message” line type “join
email news list.” Thanks!
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